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This work is based on the experience and notes of the authors while teaching mathematics courses to engineering students at the Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi. It
covers syllabi of two core courses in mathematics for engineering students.
As today’s world continues to advance, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a field that has become a staple of technological development and led to the advancement of numerous
professional industries. An application within AI that has gained attention is machine learning. Machine learning uses statistical techniques and algorithms to give computer
systems the ability to understand and its popularity has circulated through many trades. Understanding this technology and its countless implementations is pivotal for scientists
and researchers across the world. The Handbook of Research on Emerging Trends and Applications of Machine Learning provides a high-level understanding of various
machine learning algorithms along with modern tools and techniques using Artificial Intelligence. In addition, this book explores the critical role that machine learning plays in a
variety of professional fields including healthcare, business, and computer science. While highlighting topics including image processing, predictive analytics, and smart grid
management, this book is ideally designed for developers, data scientists, business analysts, information architects, finance agents, healthcare professionals, researchers, retail
traders, professors, and graduate students seeking current research on the benefits, implementations, and trends of machine learning.
This book has been developed to enable engineering students understand basic concepts of Thermal Engineering in a simple and easy to understand manner.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) present many benefits in analyzing complex data in a proficient manner. As an effective and efficient problem-solving method, ANNs are
incredibly useful in many different fields. From education to medicine and banking to engineering, artificial neural networks are a growing phenomenon as more realize the
plethora of uses and benefits they provide. Due to their complexity, it is vital for researchers to understand ANN capabilities in various fields. The Research Anthology on Artificial
Neural Network Applications covers critical topics related to artificial neural networks and their multitude of applications in a number of diverse areas including medicine, finance,
operations research, business, social media, security, and more. Covering everything from the applications and uses of artificial neural networks to deep learning and non-linear
problems, this book is ideal for computer scientists, IT specialists, data scientists, technologists, business owners, engineers, government agencies, researchers, academicians,
and students, as well as anyone who is interested in learning more about how artificial neural networks can be used across a wide range of fields.
About the Book: This comprehensive textbook covers material for one semester course on Numerical Methods (MA 1251) for B.E./ B. Tech. students of Anna University. The emphasis in the
book is on the presentation of fundamentals and theoretical concepts in an intelligible and easy to understand manner. The book is written as a textbook rather than as a problem/guide book.
The textbook offers a logical presentation of both the theory and techniques for problem solving to motivate the students in the study and application of Numerical Methods. Examples and
Problems in Exercises are used to explain.
Classes. 1. Income Tax–An Introduction, 2. Important Definitions, 3. Assessment on Agricultural Income, 4. Exempted Incomes, 5. Residence and Tax Liability, 6. Income from Salaries, 7.
Income from Salaries (Retirement and Retrenchment), 8. Income from House Property, 9. Depreciation, 10. Profits and Gains of Business or Profession, 11. Capital Gains, 12. Income from
Other Sources, 13. Income Tax Authorities, 14. Clubbing of Income and Aggregation of Income, 15. Set-off and Carry Forward of Losses, 16. Deductions from Gross Total Income, 17.
Assessment of Individuals (Computation of Total Income), 18. Computation of Tax Liability of Individuals, 19. Deduction of Tax at Source, 20. Procedure of Assessment, 21. Penalties,
Offences and Prosecutions, 22. Appeal and Revision, 23. Tax-Planning, 24. Recovery and Refund of Tax, 25. Advance Payment of Tax, 26. Assessment of Hindu undivided Family and
Computation of Tax Liability, 27. Assessment of firm and Association of Persons and Computation of Tax Liability.
Reflecting the latest changes in standards and technology, market-leading FUNDAMENTALS OF DIMENSIONAL METROLOGY, 6e combines hands-on applications with authoritative,
comprehensive coverage of the principles, techniques, and devices used within today's dimensional metrology field. The Sixth Edition has been thoroughly revised and updated in direct
response to reviewer feedback. The new edition features an easier to understand presentation, a new lab manual/workbook, updated photos and illustrations and updated references to
measurement standards.. The text continues to use both metric and imperial systems but emphasizes metric measurement devices and concepts in all examples for greater consistency with
the latest industry trends. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The present multicolor edition has been throughly revised and brought up-to-date.Multicolor pictures have been added to enhance the content value and to give the students an idea of what
he will be dealing in reality,and to bridge the gap between theory and practice.this book ahs already been include in the 'suggested reading'for the A.M.I.E.(India)examinations.
Explaining principles underlying the main micromachining practices currently being used and developed in industrial countries around the world, Micromachining of Engineering Materials
outlines advances in material removal that have led to micromachining, discusses procedures for precise measurement, includes molecular-level theories, describes vaporizing workpiece
material with spark discharges and photon light energy, examines mask-based and maskless anodic dissolution processes, investigates nanomachining by firing ions at surfaces to remove
groups of atoms, analyzes the conversion of kinetic to thermal energy through a controlled fine-focused beam of electrons, and more.
The field of artificial intelligence (AI) and the law is on the cusp of a revolution that began with text analytic programs like IBM's Watson and Debater and the open-source information
management architectures on which they are based. Today, new legal applications are beginning to appear and this book - designed to explain computational processes to non-programmers describes how they will change the practice of law, specifically by connecting computational models of legal reasoning directly with legal text, generating arguments for and against particular
outcomes, predicting outcomes and explaining these predictions with reasons that legal professionals will be able to evaluate for themselves. These legal applications will support conceptual
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legal information retrieval and allow cognitive computing, enabling a collaboration between humans and computers in which each does what it can do best. Anyone interested in how AI is
changing the practice of law should read this illuminating work.
This Springer Handbook of Metrology and Testing presents the principles of Metrology – the science of measurement – and the methods and techniques of Testing – determining the
characteristics of a given product – as they apply to chemical and microstructural analysis, and to the measurement and testing of materials properties and performance, including modelling
and simulation. The principal motivation for this Handbook stems from the increasing demands of technology for measurement results that can be used globally. Measurements within a local
laboratory or manufacturing facility must be able to be reproduced accurately anywhere in the world. The book integrates knowledge from basic sciences and engineering disciplines, compiled
by experts from internationally known metrology and testing institutions, and academe, as well as from industry, and conformity-assessment and accreditation bodies. The Commission of the
European Union has expressed this as there is no science without measurements, no quality without testing, and no global markets without standards.
This well-established and widely adopted text, now in its Sixth Edition, continues to provide a comprehensive coverage of the morphology of the design process. It gives a holistic view of
product design, which has inputs from diverse fields such as aesthetics, strength analysis, production design, ergonomics, reliability and quality, Taguchi methods and quality with six sigma,
and computer applications. The text discusses the importance and objectives of design for environment and describes the various approaches by which a modern, environment-conscious
designer goes about the task of design for environment. Many examples have been provided to illustrate the concepts discussed. In this sixth edition, three appendices have been added.
Appendix A deals with limits, fits and tolerance along with their applications. Appendix B discusses the use of G and M codes for part programming with illustrative examples. Appendix C
explains the advanced concepts of aesthetics. The book is primarily intended as a text for courses in mechanical engineering, production engineering, and industrial design and management.
It will also prove handy for practising engineers. Key Features • Provides concepts from material science, which include inputs on ceramics, rubber, polymers and other materials to make the
design idea physically realizable. • Uses the modern Concurrent Design concept to satisfy diverse groups/areas such as marketing, vendors, production and quality assurance. • Considers
the use of computers while analyzing modern techniques of prototyping, simulation of product and its use. Introduces AI, robots, AGV, PLC and AS/RS in manufacturing automation.

Engineering Metrology and Measurements is a textbook designed for students of mechanical, production and allied disciplines to facilitate learning of various shop-floor
measurement techniques and also understand the basics of mechanical measurements.
Engineering MetrologyEngineering MetrologyEngineering Metrology and MeasurementsOUP India
Revised extensively, the new edition of this text conforms to the syllabi of all Indian Universities in India. This text strictly focuses on the undergraduate syllabus of Design of
Machine Elements I and II , offered over two semesters.
This book provides a detailed study of geometrical drawing through simple and well-explained worked-out examples and exercises. This book is designed for students of first
year Engineering Diploma course, irrespective of their branches of study. The book is divided into seven modules. Module A covers the fundamentals of manual drafting,
lettering, freehand sketching and dimensioning of views. Module B describes two-dimensional drawings like geometrical constructions, conics, miscellaneous curves and scales.
Three-dimensional drawings, such as projections of points, lines, plane lamina, geometrical solids and their different sections are well-explained in Module C. Module D deals
with intersection of surfaces and their developments. Drawing of pictorial views is illustrated in Module E, which includes isometric projection, oblique projection and perspective
projections. The fundamentals of machine drawing are covered in Module F. Finally, in Module G, the book introduces computer-aided drafting (CAD) to make the readers
familiar with the state-of-the-art techniques of drafting. KEY FEATURES : Follows the International Standard Organization (ISO) code of practice for drawing. Includes a large
number of dimensioned illustrations, worked-out examples, and Polytechnic questions and answers to explain the geometrical drawing process. Contains chapter-end exercises
to help students develop their drawing skills.
There is a natural longing in human beings for happiness. It is therefore important to understand what happiness is. Happiness is more likely to be ours if we know the reasons
for unhappiness and avoid them. In today’s materialistic world everybody feels the pinch of stress is beneficial, it need s to be managed for optimum results and happy living.
This book also provides several tips for successful living. It is hoped that these will greatly help the readers in changing their daily lifestyle to lead a happy and peaceful life.
Revised extensively ad updated with several new topics, this book discusses the principles and applications of "Heat and Mass Tansfer". It is written with extensive pedagogy,
clear explanations adn examples throughout to elucidate the concepts and facilitate problem solving.
Geography Map Practice for Classes 9 and 10 is based on the latest CBSE syllabus. These books also conform to the guidelines suggested by the syllabi of the State Education
Boards. These books cover all the topics included in the Geography textbooks of Classes 9 and 10. The large-sized maps provide up-to-date information on various geographical
aspects. Ample maps are also given for practice.
Methods And Techniques Of Measurements Are Becoming Increasingly Important In Engineering In Recent Years Laboratory Programmes Have Been Modernized,
Sophisticated Electronic Instrumentation Has Been Incorporated Into The Programme And Newer Techniques Have Been Developed. This Book Dwells On The Physical Aspects
Of Measurement Techniques. For The Measurement To Be Meaningful, The Nature And Magnitude Of Error Should Be Known. The Book, Thus Begins With Error Analysis And
Applications Of Statistical Principles To Attain A Measurement Value As Near The True Value As Possible. The Methods Of Measuring Mechanical Quantities Are Discussed
Subsequently, Overing Both The Basic And Derived Quantities. Effort Has Been Made To Present The Subject In S.I. Units. Some Of The Recent Developments Such As LaserPage 2/3
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Doppler Techniques, Holography, Have Also Been Included. The Coverage Is Such That The Book Will Be Useful Both Of Graduate And Post-Graduate Students And Will Also
Serve As A Constant Reference For Researchers.
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